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Dakar 2014: De Rooy stays on top of the rankings after extremely difficult 

Special  

 

• De Rooy and his Iveco Powerstar fight off adversaries by maintaining the lead in the overall 

rankings  

• The battle with Kamaz heats up 
 

 

Turin, January 15, 2014 

 

 

"Today’s stage with Karginov (Kamaz) was incredible, but he certainly had luck on his side. The 

stage was extremely difficult; we found nothing but holes and stones for the first 360 kilometres. We 

were already too far behind by the time we finally arrived at the dunes. We lost a few parts, including 

the bumper while crossing over the top of a huge dune, but only realised this at the end,”  said 

Gerard de Rooy, conscious of the strong set of Russian competitors following closely behind him.  

 

The Special from Calama to Iquique was in fact challenging for all competitors. Kamaz driver 

Karginov took enormous risks to close the gap between himself and De Rooy, who remains first in 

the rankings. 

 

For the first time in this edition, Team Iveco faced difficult delays: there was a problem with the clutch 

on Pep Vila’s truck at 140 kilometres into the race and Hans Stacey also hit trouble and lost an 

estimated 50 minutes, finishing 16
th
. 

 

Karginov (Kamaz) managed to win with a time of four hours and 58 minutes. De Rooy placed 

second, trailing with a distance of only 19 minutes, followed by two other Kamaz drivers, Nikolaev 

and Sotnikov, who placed in third and fourth positions.   

 

De Rooy is still number one In the overall standings, but his lead over important rival Karginov has 

diminished  to 13 minutes. The race is therefore expected to be a fight for the victory between the 

two drivers, with the other competitors in the truck category still far behind. 

 

Today’s Special  from Iquique to Antofagasta has a total length of 689 kilometres. It starts with a 53 

kilometre connection, followed by a 631 kilometre Special and an additional five kilometre connection 

back to the bivouac. The first part of the Special is made up of sandy terrain. The second part of the 

Special includes long sections of the infamous fesh–fesh, volatile fine sand that creates spectacular 



 

 

 

 

 

dust clouds and puts drivers and their vehicles in great difficulty, appearing as though it can be easily 

naviagted through but can in fact cause trucks to become stuck, similar to a swamp environment. 

 

 

Special 9 results:  

 

1. ANDREY KARGINOV  KAMAZ  4h58m09 

2. GERARD DE ROOY  IVECO  +00:19:07 

3. EDUARD NIKOLAEV  KAMAZ  +00:28:47 

4. DMITRY SOTNIKOV  KAMAZ  +00:28:48 

5. ALES LOPRAIS   TATRA  +00:40:05 

6. SIARHEI VIAZOVICH  KAMAZ  +00:41:48 

7. MARCEL VAN VLIET  MAN  +01:04:05 

8. ANTON SHIBALOV  KAMAZ  +01:10:30 

9. JO ADUA   IVECO  +01:11:25 

10. MARTIN V/D BRINK  GINAF  +01:14:36 

16 HANS STACEY   IVECO   +01:38:00 

22  PEP VILA ROCA  IVECO  +02:39:22 

 

Overall ranking: 

 

1. GERARD DE ROOY   IVECO  36h37m45s 

2. ANDREY KARGINOV   KAMAZ  36h51m13s 

3. EDUARD NIKOLAEV   KAMAZ  37h59m26s 

4. DMITRY SOTNIKOV   KAMAZ  38h10m52s 

5. ALES LOPRAIS    TATRA  38h47m10s 

6. HANS STACEY    IVECO  39h52m00s 

7. MARCEL VAN VLIET   MAN  40h16m27s 

8. ANTON SHIBALOV   KAMAZ  40h18m36s 

9. RENE KUIPERS   MAN  40h25m22s 

10. MARTIN VAN DEN BRINK  GINAF  41h32m42s 

12 JO ADUA    IVECO  42h32m37s 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Iveco 

 
Iveco is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed on the New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana (MI: CNHI). Iveco 

designs, manufactures and markets a wide range of light, medium and heavy commercial vehicles, off-

road trucks, city and intercity buses and coaches as well as special vehicles for applications such as 

firefighting, off-road missions, defence and civil protection. Iveco employs over 26,000 individuals globally. 

It manages production sites in 11 countries throughout Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania and Latin America 

where it produces vehicles featuring the latest advanced technologies. 5,000 sales and service outlets in 

over 160 countries guarantee technical support wherever an Iveco vehicle is at work.  

 

For more on Iveco visit: www.iveco.com 

For more on CNH Industrial visit: www.cnhindustrial.com  
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